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Abstract
The intent of this paper is to better educate the industry on
the importance of advanced buckling evaluation in achieving
well objectives and to highlight some of the limitations in the
way the industry discusses and uses the buckling limits in their
current form.
The drilling industry experiences buckling frequently
especially in unconventional wells, however the basic
mechanics of how it is initiated and propagated and the
consequences on tubulars are sometimes misunderstood or
oversimplified. This can lead to an inability to reach total depth
with a completion string, a failure along the drilling string or
most commonly, a loss of sliding ability towards the end of the
lateral. By exploring typical buckling in unconventional type
wells, recommendations to avoid some of these common and
costly lock-up and failures are made.
By examining a detailed buckling model with advanced
contact point management and comparing it with the industry
standard method, some of the differences between the two are
highlighted. For example, the effects of friction, rotation and
surveys spacing are important in buckling evaluation but are
ignored in most published methods. Case studies in which
simple buckling analysis early on lead to failure and lock-up in
the well construction process are presented as learning
opportunities.
Comparing the advanced buckling model with the current
industry standard method and exploring a variety of buckling
scenarios in actual unconventional wells, advances the
knowledge of the industry’s quantification and evaluation of
buckling.
Introduction
Buckling occurs when the compressive load in a tubular
exceeds a critical value, beyond which the tubular is no longer
stable and deforms into a sinusoidal or helical shape
(constrained buckling).
It is worth noting that these two special shapes are a
particular case for a given situation. Depending on the hole
geometry, the shape of the buckled drill strings may take
different forms (Menand et al. 2008, 2009, 2011, 2013). The
sinusoidal buckling (first mode of buckling) corresponds to a
tube that snaps into a sinusoidal shape and is sometimes called

lateral buckling, snaking, or 2D buckling. This form of buckling
is not very harmful in terms of additional stress on the string but
might trigger lateral vibrations when rotating the pipe (lateral
oscillation).
The helical buckling (second mode of buckling)
corresponds to a tube that snaps into a helical shape (spiral
shape). Lubinski started the first work dedicated to the buckling
behavior of pipes in oilwell operation (Lubinski 1950; Lubinski
et al. 1961). Since then, many theoretical works and/or
experimental studies (see complete Reference list) have been
developed to better understand and model the buckling
phenomenon and to take into account the effects caused by
wellbore geometry, dogleg severity, torque/torsion, tool joints,
friction, and rotation. The standard equation used to predict the
occurrence of helical buckling in a perfect straight/deviated
wellbore is

𝐹ℎ𝑒𝑙

= 𝑘 √

𝐸𝐼𝜔 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝐼𝑛𝑐)
𝑟

(Eq. 1)

The k number varies from 2.83 to 5.65, depending on the
author and on the different assumptions made. In conducting
laboratory experiments and numerical analyses in a perfect
horizontal well without rotation, Menand et al. (2006) and
Tikhonov et al.(2006) found similar results on the relationship
between k and the deformed shape of the drill pipe: The k
number close to 2.83 predicts the onset of the first helix, and the
k number close to 5.65 predicts the full helical drill string
deformation in a perfect wellbore geometry (without rotation).
After deriving equations for straight wells (vertical,
inclined, horizontal), some authors extended some existing
equations for a mono-curved borehole or developed new
theories for tubular strings in curved wells (Schuh 1991;
Kyllingstad 1995). It’s worth mentioning that these simple
equations can only be derived on some idealized cases where
mathematics are simple enough to find an analytical solution.
However, recent studies (Menand et al) have shown that the
conventional sinusoidal and helical-buckling criteria are
accurate only in a perfect wellbore geometry because wellbore
tortuosity and doglegs play a great role in the buckling
phenomenon. An example is illustrated in Fig. 1 by use of
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numerical simulations, which shows that sinusoidal, helical or
any shape of buckling might take place anywhere depending
mainly on tortuosity and/or dog leg, friction, hole size and
contact points. Having a simple equation that can catch the full
buckling situation is unfortunately impossible.
Buckling in Unconventional Plays
Compression on the string is maximal when tripping in,
running casing/liner, or drilling in sliding mode with a given
weight on bit (WOB). Buckling may also occur when drilling
with a rotary assembly with a large WOB as the critical helicalbuckling load for a rotating pipe may be approximately 50%
less than that obtained for a non-rotating pipe (Menand et al.
2008, 2009). This rotation effect can be mainly attributed to the
friction phenomenon that makes the pipes roll more easily on
the wall of the borehole and eases the onset of buckling and/or
instability. Given the same compression, it is thus easier to
buckle a rotating pipe than a non-rotating pipe. The helicalbuckling load is generally the load used in drill string or casing
design to define the limit upon which the tubular might be fully
buckled with the risk of getting stuck or with the risk of large
bending stresses that may lead to failure. During the wellplanning process, if the compression in the drill string exceeds
the critical helical-buckling load (see Eq. 1), drilling engineers
usually modify the drill string design until this buckling does
not occur. Fig. 2 shows an example of a typical compressiveload analysis when drilling a horizontal wellbore. This result
has raised questions for drilling engineers regarding whether
they should modify the design and/or try to reduce the
coefficient of friction with the help of lubricants for example. It
is widely recognized that sinusoidal buckling is not harmful to
tubular (additional contact force and stress is limited), but
helical buckling is generally perceived as a dangerous situation.
Many people have suspected that the standard buckling criteria
may be too conservative. Indeed, some previous studies
(Newman et al. 1989) have shown that it is possible to safely
push tubular into a highly deviated hole while exceeding the
critical buckling load. A great number of field case studies have
also reported that compressive loads greater than the helicalbuckling load could be used to drill highly deviated wells.
Results from previous studies (Menand et al. 2011; Menand
2012, 2013) have also suggested that helical buckling should
not be systematically interpreted as a phenomenon that
prohibits drilling or running-in-hole operations. It is also known
that axial-force transfer usually remains good even though the
pipe is helically buckled. However, most torque-and drag
models lack the capability of the post-buckling calculations to
model buckled strings (Mason and Chen 2007). The model
utilized in this paper has post-buckling capabilities, meaning
that pipe deflection, contact force, and stress is calculated once
the pipe is buckled, leading to an increase of torque and drag.
Alternatively, Menand et al. (2011) has proposed a new
Buckling Severity Index (BSI) that focuses more on the level of
bending stress rather than the type and shape of buckling
(sinusoidal or helical). This index ranges from 1 for a safe
buckling condition to 4 for severe buckling, to quantify the risk
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of lockup or possible failure because of buckling. This index is
based on the calculation and evaluation of three quantities:
bending stress, contact side force, and von Mises stress, that can
be evaluated with a conventional torque-and-drag calculation
with stiff-string capability. This index enables to better quantify
the severity of buckling as exceeding buckling can be safe
(Menand et al 2013).
Unconventional shale plays are generally characterized by
three main sections: vertical, curve and lateral, that present 3
different risks associated with buckling. Fig. 1 and 2 show the
typical tension/compression plot and buckling situation when
drilling in sliding mode with a steerable mud motor. The helical
buckling load is generally exceeded along the vertical section
(0-8,500ft) as shown in Fig. 2, and confirmed by the postbuckling model that shows the helical shape. However, the
bending stress and contact forces are relatively low and do not
influence weight transfer or fatigue in the vertical section. Past
the kick-off point to start building the curve, one notices that
the buckling severity index reaches the level 4, meaning that the
bending stress and contact forces are high and generate a lot of
drag forces and possible fatigue in case of rotation. The sliderotate pattern created by a steerable mud motor can also make
the situation worse as local dog legs can generate locally high
contact or stress on the string (see Fig. 2, where one sees the
effect of a high local dog leg along the curve). The heel of the
lateral section is generally the section where compression can
be very high, making the landing quite critical. Indeed,
simulations shows that landing smoothly without exceeding the
landing inclination is critical to avoid additional drag before
drilling the lateral.
In rotary mode, buckling can happen along the lateral
section with high WOB, especially if hole over gage is present
(wash out, hole instability, high bend mud motor, etc…). Fig 1
shows a simulation where a caliper log was utilized to simulate
the helical buckling along the lateral section. A higher hole over
gage will increase the clearance r (see Eq. 1) and consequently
reduce the critical buckling load Fc. In other words, it’s easier
to buckle a pipe in a larger borehole. Interestingly one notices
that once the hole size is in gage, the buckling disappears (see
Fig. 1 the section closer to the bit).
Case Study
Introduction
The case study presented in the next paragraph consists in
analyzing 3 different steerable mud motor BHAs (exact same
characteristics but different bend angle) to drill the same well
shown in Fig. 3. The well is characteristic of shale wells with a
9 5/8in. casing shoe set high in the vertical section, around
4,000ft. A curve with planned doglegs around 10deg/100ft is
landed in the shale with a 6,000ft lateral following it.
Table 1 shows the characteristics of the BHA, consisting of
an 8 ½ in. PDC bit and a steerable mud motor assembly with a
bend angle that has been varied from 1.5deg. to 2.2deg. The
different bend angle will convert into a different steering
program as obviously the BHA with the highest bend angle will
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produce the highest build rate in sliding mode with a tool face
up. For this application, one has calculated with a BHA model
(Studer et al), that the BHA#3 will produce a build rate of about
16.5deg./100ft in sliding mode (TFO=0 deg.) and 0.0deg/100ft
in rotary mode (see Fig. 4) with a given WOB. The BHA#2
build rate in sliding mode is about 12.0deg./100ft and
2.0deg./100ft in rotary mode. As for the BHA#1, one has
assumed 100% of sliding along the curve with an average build
rate of 10deg./100ft. The slide-rotate pattern is typical of
steerable mud motors drilling the curve in unconventional play.
Fig. 5 shows an example of an actual tortuosity modeled and
measured with continuous inclination sensor (Menand et al).
This example shows that the average build rate along the curve
is about 6deg./100ft (standard surveys) but locally higher
(16.5deg./100ft) in sliding mode. As we will see later in the
paper, this slide-rotate pattern will affect the buckling behavior,
not only along the curve but also along the lateral as a lot of
friction/drag can be generated in these high local dog legs.
Also, one has assumed in the present application that the 3
BHAs with different bend angles will generate some hole
overgage in rotating mode. It has been assumed in the following
that the hole overgage was ¼ in. for the BHA#1 (1.5deg. bend),
½ in. for the BHA#2 (2.2deg. bend) and ¾ in. for the BHA#3.
As discussed previously, hole over gage, wash-out can facilitate
the onset of buckling as the gap between the tubular and the
borehole is higher. Along the lateral section, one has assumed
about 5, 10 and 15% of sliding (footage) for BHA#1, BHA#2
and BHA#3 respectively, and still assuming the same hole
overgage in rotary mode.
In the next section, we study the buckling behavior of the
drilling assembly and completion in the same well trajectory but
characterized by 3 different levels of tortuosity (due to different
BHAs and steering program) and hole overgage as discussed
above.
Drilling Operations
Being able to drill and steer the well along the long lateral
section of these unconventional wells can be very challenging,
because of high torque, drag and buckling. The weight transfer
in sliding mode can be very poor as high friction and buckling
take place at many positions, especially along the curve where
high compression and contact forces are observed.
Fig 2 shows the simulated tension/compression and side
force along the drill string while drilling in sliding and rotary
mode at target depth for the BHA#1 (1.5 deg. bend). First, one
notices that the standard helical buckling load (Eq. 1) is largely
exceeded when drilling in sliding mode along the vertical and
curve section. As discussed previously, even though the helical
buckling is observed in the vertical section, the bending stresses
and contact forces are not so important. However, the Buckling
Severity Index (BSI) reaches the level 4 in the curve indicating
strong side forces and high bending stress as can be seen also in
Fig. 6. Contacts on the pipe body are even observed due to the
high local dog leg severity combined with high compression.
One considers that a BSI equal to or greater than 3 requires
particular attention and monitoring. The curve is a short section
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to drill but with high drag forces, meaning that drilling a smooth
curve might help minimize the friction for the entire well.
Fig 7 shows a comparison between the 3 different BHAs
(thus 3 different slide-rotate patterns) while sliding at target
depth with the same 10klbs WOB. It’s interesting to notice that
there is about 40klbs tension difference at surface between the
trajectories drilled by BHA#1 (smooth curve – 10deg/100ft
curve) and by BHA#3 (slide-rotate pattern with local dog leg at
16.5deg./100ft). In other words, one can say that the slide-rotate
pattern can generate about 40klbs more drag than a smooth
(perfect) curve. This observation is also true when running a
casing string or a completion as high friction can be generated
in the curve. As buckling is a highly non-linear problem, a
small change in the trajectory or the coefficient of friction can
affect significantly the results. One recommends generally to
run all simulations with several coefficients of friction as high
as 0.4 or even 0.5 to anticipate any potential problems such as
lock-up.
Fig. 8 shows the hook load and BSI while sliding with
10klbs WOB at several bit depths (BHA#1). This plot indicates
that sliding can be difficult starting at about 12,500ft where the
BSI reaches the level 4 (high contact forces). The BSI reported
here corresponds to the maximum value along the string at a
given bit depth. Having a surface oscillation system that rocks
the pipe alternatively to the right and to the left can help
overcome these limitations in sliding mode as the friction is
transferred to the rotational movement, reducing significantly
the compression along the string.
Completion
Running casing or completion at target depth is still a
challenge in horizontal wells, especially with the presence of
tortuosity or hole overgage. Special techniques such as
floatation, rotation is now required to ease the run-in hole
operations as drag in a major concern. The subject well
presented in this paper is completed with a 5 ½ in. casing string
(17ppf linear weight) with partial floatation of the string. The
torque & drag & buckling model utilized in this analysis
enables to model properly the behavior of the casing (filled with
fluid, or air) in a 3D borehole and tortuosity, with optional rigid
or flexible centralizers, fracturing sleeves, packers. The
sensitivity analysis conducted in this paragraph consists in
varying the length of floated casing string to see its effect on
drag and buckling. Typically, the vertical casing section is filled
with fluid (to provide weight) while the lateral section is
floated, reducing the buoyant weight of the string, and thus
reducing the drag force and compression (see Fig. 9) In the
following, we’ll see the effect of the slide-rotate pattern and
floatation on buckling.
Four casing strings are studied: one with no floatation and 3
casing strings where the float length (starting from the casing
shoe) is 2,500ft, 5,300ft and 6,600ft. Fig. 10 shows the 3D
visualization of the casing string inside the curves drilled by
BHA#1 (smooth curve – 10deg./100ft curve) and by BHA#3
(slide-rotate pattern with local dog leg at 16.5deg./100ft). The
2 simulations correspond to a run-in hole operation at target
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depth without the use of floatation. As for the drilling assembly,
the additional stress and contact force are significant in the
curve drilled by BHA#3, especially through the high local dog
leg (16.5deg./100ft), creating an additional drag of about 20klbs
for the entire casing string.
Fig. 11 shows now the simulations of 2 casing string running
in the hole at target depth in the trajectory drilled by BHA#3
(slide-rotate pattern with local dog leg at 16.5deg./100ft), with
or without floatation. One notices clearly that the floatation
enables to have a greater hook load at surface compared to the
case without floatation (100klbs difference at surface). Also, as
previously discussed the bending stress on the floated casing is
significantly reduced, enabling to keep the integrity of the
casing within safe limit.
Fig. 12 shows the same simulation with the buckling
severity index. It’s interesting to notice that the floated casing
does not reduce the bending stress along the curve (strongly
linked to the curvature of the borehole) but reduces only the
level of contact forces as can be seen in Fig. 13. Also, one
observes that the helical buckling is less pronounced in the
vertical section when the casing string is floated (the
compression is far less than the casing string with no floatation),
even though side force and bending stress are within acceptable
range.
Fig. 14 shows the hook load while running in the hole 4
different options for the casing: no floatation, 2,500ft, 5,300ft
and 6,600ft of floatation. Getting the casing to target depth
could be compromised in case of higher friction factor or high
tortuosity without the use of floatation. On the contrary floating
the casing enables to have a higher safety margin to be sure to
reach target depth.

Conclusions
Drilling and running completion in unconventional wells
can be very challenging as compression and buckling can be
very high. The strong curve, local dog legs and long lateral
section can increase significantly the level of compression and
buckling along the string. It has been shown that standard
buckling equations are not accurate enough to treat properly the
problem, because of the complexity of the mathematical
problem. These equations should be used cautiously and should
be used as a guideline. A numerical model enabling to calculate
the unknown contact points and the post-buckling behavior
should be used to better quantify the severity of buckling for the
planning and the operations.
A case study has been shown and highlight the importance
of drilling quite smoothly the curve to not compromise the rest
of the operation, as a lot of drag forces are produced in the
curve, and possibly aggravated by local dog legs created by the
steerable mud motor. Obviously drilling a smooth curve and
lateral section in minimizing the tortuosity is key to avoid
buckling.
Long lateral section drilled nowadays will require to use
special techniques (floatation, rotation) to run completion at
target depth. Accurate torque, drag, and buckling monitoring is
key to avoid lock-up and failure and reach TD successfully.
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Nomenclature
BHA
= Bottomhole assembly
BSI
= Buckling Severity Index
TFO
= Tool Face Orientation
WOB = Weight On Bit
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Figure 1: Typical buckling behavior in unconventional well – Bending Stress and Contact Forces (vectors)

Figure 2: Tension/Compression, Side Force (sliding) along the drill string while drilling at target depth – Buckling Severity Index
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Figure 3: Well trajectory

Figure 4: Three different slide-rotate patterns associated with 3 different BHAs (varying bend angle) along the curve
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Figure 5: Typical Slide-Rotate pattern – source: SPE183299
Table 1: BHA characteristics

Figure 6: Bending stress and contact forces along the drill string along the curve
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Figure 7: Tension/Compression along the drill string while drilling at target depth for the 3 BHAs

Figure 8: Hook Load & Buckling Severity Index while drilling in sliding mode
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Figure 9: Basic schematics of the floated casing

Figure 10: Bending stress and contact forces along the casing string along the curve while running in the hole at TD
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Figure 11: Tension/Compression, Bending Stress along the casing string while running in hole at target depth

Figure 12: Tension/Compression, Buckling Severity Index along the casing string while running in hole at target depth
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Figure 13: Bending stress and contact forces along the casing string while running in hole at target depth (vertical & curve sections)

Figure 14: Hook Load while running in hole the casing string. No floatation, 2500ft, 5300ft and 6600ft floated casing.
Coefficient of friction = 0.20/0.35 (Cased Hole/ Open Hole)

